
 

Listing of Sako Models built or rebuilt in the 1970s

Since you're in Salem i'm assuming you're a native? I'm from San Diego. I've hunted in and around there for over thirty years.
It's a beautiful place and my best memory of it was when I was there. It has a lot of game, deer, turkey, antelope. Of course wild
animals. There are so many. But I don't know of any others. Prescription hunting in MN? Hi Jon. The only thing i can add is that
sako l-71 rifles are a bit of a crapshoot. No two are identical. So i wouldn't get super excited over a sako like one and say it's the
same as the one you have or were considering buying. Just cuz mine wasn't listed doesn't mean yours won't be. Good luck with

your purchase. Sako Serial Numbers List Hi guys. A fellow member of this forum recommended I come here to buy some guns.
I made an inquiry and the gentlemen at sako are very accomodating. Rfl.com L-579 Pre Garcia Pricing Rfl.com L-579 Pre

Garcia Pricing I love this site I have read a little about the L-579 sako and was just hoping for some insight on the pre-garcia
sako. Thanks for sharing this material. Another question for you; I was considering a pre-garcia sako. Sako Sako Serial

Numbers List Sako North American Serial Numbers listed below. During the period when Sako rifles were made in France,
were Sako made in the United States? Sako Savage Model 17 A friend of mine just bought a Sako Model 17 and is confused
about the serial number on the action. Sako Lookup His serial number does not match up with the Sako Serial Number List.

Sako Serial Number Search Sako reloading manual.. Do you have any information on the arrangement of Sako serial numbers?
Sako rifle reviews i have just test fired two sakos and i am delighted. They are both egyptian made and these are deoignant? i

plan to by them from an importing company in the uk Sako serial number search When is the last time that Sako made rifles in
the USA. Sako L-77 Sako Sharps Rifle Sako Sharps Model 17. Sako Serial Number C-104. Can you please let me know if
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Pre-Garcia Sako L-579 Vixen. Serial # 501-1001.
Sako "C" Series. Apr 6, 2009 I have a Sako L-581
pre-Garcia. Serial # 101-4100. How do I determine
the manufacturer's serial number for a Sako rifle.
April 9, 2009 I have a Sako L-581 pre-Garcia. Serial
# 101-4100. How do I determine the manufacturer's
serial number for a Sako rifle. The SAKO index of
all Sako rifles is posted here: If you don't know the
serial number, it's listed as being constructed by the
German company "Sako", so SAKO WEISS
WALDBORN is your best bet. It's also listed under
Pre-Garcia serial numbers so search under that. You
can also look under SAKO FIMMERY SA
(importers, not the company, which is now called
"Sako") Date: 15-Feb-00 14:30 From: Kevin Yago
Subject: Re: SAKO L-579 Pre-Garcia? Add: "I have
a Sako L-579 pre-Garcia. Serial # 101-4100. How do
I determine the manufacturer's serial number for a
Sako rifle." Subject: Sako Sold to SAKO FIMMERY
SA From: Michael "Wrangler" Subject: Re: Sako
Sold to SAKO FIMMERY SA From: Chris Subject:
Re: Sako Sold to SAKO FIMMERY SA Thanks for
your help. I am new to this community. I have a Sako
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L-581 pre-Garcia. Serial # 101-4100. How do I
determine the manufacturer's serial number for a
Sako rifle. I am new to the forum. I have a Sako
L-581 pre-Garcia. Serial # 101-4100. How do I
determine the manufacturer's serial number for a
Sako rifle. From: Michael "Wrangler" Subject: Re:
Sako Sold to SAKO FIMMERY SA Thanks for your
help. I am new to this community. I have a Sako
L-581 pre 570a42141b
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